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End-users: 1.866.463.4270  Distributors: 1.800.463.4271

"R" and "SH" Swing Doors

This year, we are proud to introduce our new swing doors for "R"  

heavy-duty cabinets and shelving. Our design team has worked hard to 

offer you a modern, distinctive and value-added solution. These doors 

can be adjusted vertically and horizontally to compensate for uneven 

floors. Their ergonomic and heavy-duty handles intuitively turn to the left 

or right for easy opening, and they close with a simple push. Available 

in solid or polycarbonate versions, our doors are rigid and robust while 

sporting a modern design well-suited to many industries. In addition, 

stacked doors for shelving are now available. 

You will find these new doors in various sections of the brochure. 

Pay special attention to the new product numbers.

Tool Racks

Pliers and screwdriver racks are now available for the perforated panels 

and utility panels offered for shelving and workstations. Go to pages 78, 

138 and 145 to see these new additions. Sporting a black finish, these 

robust racks are essential for efficient storage and organization.

Annual Product Improvements and New Additions

Rousseau is always improving and expanding its range of products to offer solutions 

that constantly surpass our customers' expectations. Here is an overview of what's 

new for 2016.

Heavy-Duty Drawer Units

Adding to our range of storage products for under the work surface, you 

will now find our new heavy-duty drawer units on page 119. These units 

are wider than the "L" version and provide a capacity of 200 lb.

54" Cabinets and 18" Drawers

You now have more options for single and multi-drawer heavy-duty  

cabinets with our new 54" wide "R" cabinets. Our new 18" drawer opens 

up a world of possibilities for multi-drawer cabinet layouts. For example, 

you can now combine 18" and 30" drawers in a 48" cabinet, or even 18" 

and 36" drawers in a 54" cabinet. Our customer service representatives 

will be able to help you with your preferred design.

WM Multi-Purpose Stand

Our WM multi-purpose stand is now available in a 34" wide version. You 

will find proposals with this new dimension on pages 146 to 149. Protective 

bumpers are also available.

Sliding Door 

Storage Cabinets

We now offer the option of a solid or polycarbonate sliding door for  

storage cabinets. Available in three widths, our sliding doors are a great 

choice for storing various items safely and unobtrusively. See this new 

product on page 142.

Look for the               ,                  ,                 and                   

icons to learn more about our latest products and improvements!

New Color

Our new, contemporary "Modern Gray" color is a great addition to our 

standard color palette. It opens up a world of exciting new combinations 

for our cabinets, workstations and shelving systems. See our 20th standard 

color on page 217!

Improved Light-Duty Hooks

The design of our light-duty hooks has been 

improved for better stability in our perforated and 

utility panels. These robust hooks are black and fit 

perfectly with Rousseau accessories.
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